FACULTY RELOCATION SERVICE

We assist prospective and recently appointed tenure and tenure-stream faculty, continuing teaching stream faculty, and permanent-status stream librarians outside the GTHA with most aspects of relocating to Toronto and the surrounding areas. Our goal is to ensure that their transition to life as part of the University of Toronto is as smooth as possible. Consultations are confidential. Our 30 minute appointments include information on:

• immigration, health care and benefits

• housing, real estate, moving and banking concerns

• services for children including planning for a child, child care, schools, camps, programs & special needs

• services for elderly family members

• a faith community, ethno-cultural community and LGBTQ communities

Contact Info On Reverse
Eligibility

All prospective and/or recently appointed tenure and tenure-stream faculty, continuing teaching stream faculty, and permanent-status stream librarians outside the GTHA with most aspects of relocating to Toronto and the surrounding areas.

Website and Resources

The Faculty Relocation Service website provides ‘one-stop shopping’ for answers to questions on everything from housing assistance to child care options and from getting a driver’s license to equity offices at U of T. You can visit our website at:

www.facultyrelocation.utoronto.ca

Below are some more helpful resources to guide you through the relocation process:

https://faculty.utoronto.ca/
https://faculty.utoronto.ca/programming/
https://people.utoronto.ca/

416.978.0951
faculty.support@utoronto.ca
www.facultyrelocation.utoronto.ca
215 Huron St., Suite 603